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Abstract—There has been much progress in data-driven arti-
ficial intelligence technology for medical image analysis in last
decades. However, it still remains a challenge due to its distinctive
complexity of acquiring and annotating image data, extracting
medical domain knowledge, and explaining the diagnostic deci-
sion for medical image analysis. In this paper, we propose a data-
knowledge-driven evolutionary framework termed as Parallel
Medical Imaging (PMI) for medical image analysis based on the
methodology of interactive ACP-based parallel intelligence. In
the PMI framework, computational experiments with predictive
learning in a data-driven way are conducted to extract medical
knowledge for diagnostic decision support. Artificial imaging sys-
tems are introduced to select and prescriptively generate medical
image data in a knowledge-driven way to utilize medical domain
knowledge. Through the parallel evolutionary optimization, our
proposed PMI framework can boost the generalization ability and
alleviate the limitation of medical interpretation for diagnostic
decision. A GANs-based PMI framework for case studies of
mammogram analysis is demonstrated in this work.
Index Terms—Parallel Intelligence, Evolutionary Optimization,
Parallel Medical Imaging.
I. INTRODUCTION
MEDICAL image analysis aims at extracting clinicallyuseful information from computed tomography (CT),
positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance
(MR), ultrasound, X-ray and other modalities of images with
the assistance of computers for diagnostic decision support
[1], [2]. With urgent requirements of medical imaging, medical
societies have entered a new era that medical equipments, im-
age data, domain knowledge, and humans including physicians
and patients are coupled in the large scale cyber-physical-
social spaces (CPSS). Hence, vision-based medical image
analysis is becoming an increasingly prominent role at many
clinical workflow stages from screening and diagnosis to
treatment delivery, especially in the domain of remote medical
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consultation. Recently, vision-based medical image analysis
have achieved promising results for skin cancer diagnosis [3],
[4], red lesion detection in fundus images [5], mammography
analysis [6], [7] and pulmonary nodule detection [8]. However,
there are still challenges for vision-based medical image anal-
ysis. Firstly, these data-driven techniques require large scale of
effective medical images annotated by domain experts or radi-
ologists. Secondly, conventional methods for medical imaging
are built in a data-to-knowledge way where algorithms are
learned from existing training samples in a bottom-up manner
without any feedback or interaction to utilize the medical
domain knowledge. Last but not the least, there is a limitation
in interpretability for final medical diagnostic decision made
by learned ’black-box’ models especially for the non-linear
deep neural networks.
ACP methodology was first proposed in [9] for modeling,
managing and controlling the complex systems, and it consists
of Artificial societies, Computational experiments and Parallel
execution. The ACP-based parallel intelligence is one form
of intelligence generated from the interactions and executions
between physical and artificial systems [10]. As part of parallel
intelligence, parallel learning framework is presented in [11]
to address issues of data collection and policy exploring in
current machine learning framework. Parallel learning com-
bines descriptive learning, predictive learning, and prescriptive
learning into a uniform evolutionary framework to optimize
the learning system by self-boosting [12].
Inspired by the interactive ACP-based parallel intelligence,
we propose a data-knowledge-driven framework termed as
Parallel Medical Imaging (PMI) to address the aforementioned
challenges in medical image analysis. The proposed overall
framework of PMI is illustrated in Fig.1. Firstly, as pointed
by Wang et al. in [13] that evaluations of the objectives
can be performed only based on data collected from physical
world and virtual world, we propose to conduct computational
experiments to predictively extract medical knowledge for
diagnostic decision support that are explainable to humans in
a data-driven way. Different from conventional medical image
analysis frameworks that solely perform data-to-knowledge
extraction, we further introduce artificial imaging systems
to select and generate specific medical image data for data
collection in a knowledge-driven way. Specifically, interactive
parallel learning with descriptive and prescriptive scheme
based on the explainable knowledge is performed to achieve
knowledge-to-data generation in top-down manner that allows
for boosting the performance of decision model. In addition,
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2Fig. 1. Proposed Parallel Medical Imaging: A Data-Knowledge-Driven
Framework.
the data-knowledge-driven parallel evolution can enable effec-
tive large scale data collection and enhance the interpretability
of diagnosis.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. The prelimi-
nary of ACP-based parallel intelligence is presented in Section
II. More details are given about our proposed Parallel Medical
Imaging (PMI) framework in Section III. In Section IV, a
case study about mammography with a implementation of PMI
based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) is presented.
Current challenges and insights are discussed in Section V.
Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARY
A. ACP methodology
The ACP methodology was initially proposed by Wang et
al. in [9] for effective modeling and controlling the complex
systems. It consists of Artificial societies (A), Computational
experiments (C) and Parallel execution (P). The key idea of
ACP is to combine Artificial systems, Computational exper-
iments, and Parallel execution to turn the virtual artificial
space into another space for solving complex problems [14].
It is further extended to ACP-based parallel intelligence that
is defined as one form of intelligence generated from the
interactions and executions between physical and artificial
systems [10]. ACP-based parallel intelligence is becoming an
increasingly important research topic and is widely applied
such as social computing, traffic management and control,
ethylene production management, and autonomous driving
[10], [15], [16], [17].
B. Parallel vision framework
ACP methodology is further extended to computer vision
community as a Parallel Vision (PV) framework for better
perceiving and understanding complex scenes in [18]. Inspired
by ACP methodology, PV contains three parts including
artificial scenes, computational experiments and parallel ex-
ecution. From the perspective of PV, the vision models are
on-line optimized through parallel evolutionary execution with
a virtual/real interactive policy. From the perspective of PV,
existing work of learning-by-synthesis [19], [20], [21] is part
of PV with respect to artificial scenes and computational
experiments. Parallel evolutionary execution aims to construct
a closed loop driven by large scale of ’big data’ to boost the
performance of vision systems. As a result, on-line learning
through parallel execution allows the perception model con-
tinuously to be optimized.
C. Parallel learning
By taking data, knowledge, and action into a closed loop,
parallel learning framework was introduced in [11] to alleviate
the limitation in data collecting and policy exploring of
existing machine learning framework. Based on ACP method-
ology, parallel learning framework can capture the mutual
dependency between data and action in an artificial system
parallel to the physical system from observations. Parallel
learning combines descriptive learning, predictive learning and
prescriptive learning to effectively collect/generate data and
guide the implementation of complex learning systems [12].
In particular, predictive learning urges the decision system to
extract informative knowledge based on collected data. For
descriptive learning, it forms a self-consistent artificial system
to generate new labeled data following the distribution of ob-
served data in real system with minimum human intervention.
Moreover, prescriptive learning allows it to guide the system
to collect specific data in a supervised manner with descriptive
or prior knowledge [22]. Refer to [11], [12] for more details.
III. PARALLEL MEDICAL IMAGING
Conventional medical image analysis framework extracts
clinical knowledge from image data in a bottom-up manner
where the model learning is driven by data ignoring the prior
medical knowledge. However, in the field of medical imaging,
domain knowledge plays a critical role for data collection
and diagnosis decision support. Properly utilizing medical
knowledge in a top-down manner can not only improve the
diagnosis but also enhance the interpretability of diagnostic
decision. Inspired by the parallel intelligence and the frame-
work of evolutionary systems, we propose a data-knowledge-
driven framework termed as parallel medical imaging (PMI)
for medical image analysis.
3Seeking to provide clarity, we re-illustrate the overall pro-
posed evolutionary framework of PMI as Fig. 2. Two major
parts of image data collection and medical knowledge extrac-
tion are coupled in PMI by parallel learning in an evolutionary
way. The key point is to select and generate image data which
are representative to extract desired medical knowledge for
final diagnostic decision. Particularly, raw images are collected
firstly, followed by variation operators such as augmentation,
selection and reproduction with generation for large scale
of image data collection. Computational experiments with
predictive learning are conducted for data-to-knowledge ex-
traction. In this work, inspired by the key idea of evolutionary
optimization through the interactions and executions between
physical and artificial systems, we introduce artificial imaging
systems (AIS) parallel to physical ones. In AIS, prescriptive
learning is adopted to guide the data generation based on
the predictively extracted or prior medical knowledge where
knowledge-to-data is achieved. This step can also enhance the
interpretability of decision. In addition, descriptive learning
is adopted in AIS to guide the data selection and generation
based on the captured data distribution and knowledge. As a
result, final effective diagnosis and prognosis can be achieved
through extracted knowledge with enhanced interpretability.
Hence, PMI can jointly employ the image data distribution and
medical knowledge through bottom-up and top-down learning
and inference for final clinical decision. It can reduce the
dependence on annotated images and alleviate the limitation
of medical interpretation for diagnostic decision. More details
are given in the following subsections.
A. Image data collection
For medical imaging, large scale of image data with accurate
annotations is critical for the performance of learning-based
methods. Parallel imaging framework was introduced in [23]
for image generation for PV [18] to tackle the problems
of complex vision systems. However, compared with natural
image analysis, medical image analysis requires a higher level
of expertise for interpretation and labeling. In addition, it is not
easy to collect image data from medical institutions or imaging
communities since they should be in accordance with the
specific security and privacy policies. Moreover, some lesion
types and abnormalities have a very low rate of occurrence
in the general population [19]. It is therefore more time-
consuming and costly to collect effective training data which
makes medical imaging remain a challenging task.
In this work, as shown in Fig. 2, from the data perspective
of parallel intelligence [10], [23], real medical images with
annotations are kind of ’small data’. Through effective repro-
duction and variation operation such as conventional augmen-
tation, active selection, and generation by introduced artificial
imaging systems, a set of ’big data’ with real and synthetic
images is formed for conducting computational experiments
for medical knowledge extraction.
1) Augmentation and selection of real images: In the step
of image data collection, small and/or imbalanced real images
for training can be augmented. Similar to conventional meth-
ods, rotation, scaling, flipping, translation and adding noise
can be applied for medical image augmentation [4], [20], [24].
Examples for skin lesion augmentation are illustrated in Fig.3.
The performance of learning-based methods for medical
image analysis not only depends on the size but also the
representativeness of labeled images. However, due to a lack of
standardization in imaging and acquisition for medical images,
selecting representative training samples for computational
experiments remains a challenging task. In this framework,
suitable selection of real images is performed to address this
challenge. To this end, simple unsupervised/semi-supervised
can be applied for data selection. In addition, active learning
that aims at using limited medical images for disease classi-
fication can be developed. Active learning iteratively selects
the most informative samples through the interaction between
experts and computer. In active learning, the key is to develop
a criterion for uncertainty in sample selection process. In [25],
entropy and diversity are adopted to indicate the power of
candidate patches in elevating the performance of current CNN
model. For the i-th patch of k-th candidate denoted by xik, the
prediction is pik and its entropy is formulated as below:
e(xik) = −
N∑
c=1
pi,ck log p
i,c
k , (1)
where c = 1, 2, ..., N is the possible class. The diversity
between sample patch xik and x
j
k is defined as below:
d(xik, x
j
k) =
N∑
c=1
(pi,ck − pj,ck ) log
pi,ck
pj,ck
. (2)
According to [25], sample patch with higher entropy and
higher diversity are expected to be selected to elevate the
model performance. Another uncertainty criterion in sample
selection is breaking ties (BT) heuristic that ranks the candi-
date samples by the posterior probabilities [26]. The decision
criterion of BT heuristic for measuring the uncertainties of
samples is the difference between the two highest posterior
probabilities as below:
ζ(xk) = max
c∈N
p(yk = c|xk)− max
c∈N\c+
p(yk = c|xk), (3)
where p(yk = c|xk) is the posterior of k-th sample xk with
label yk belonging to the class c, and c+ denotes the class label
with maximal probability. If ζ(xk) is small, the corresponding
sample is informative to be selected.
2) Generation of synthetic images: To utilize the medical
domain knowledge, we propose to apply descriptive learning
and design artificial imaging systems parallel to real imaging
systems that can generate synthetic and specific medical im-
ages following the distribution of real ones. Many techniques
for generating new synthetic medical images in our proposed
framework of artificial imaging systems can be applied. They
typically fall into three categories. In the first one, new lesions
are mathematically simulated based on various deformation,
followed by inserting into the raw projection data or recon-
structed clinical images, such as mammography [28], [27] and
lung nodules [29], [30]. A example from [27] is illustrated
in Fig.4. To assure the realism of the characteristics of the
artificial samples, real lesions can be extracted and inserted to
the same or different images [31].
4Fig. 2. Evolutionary framework of PMI with parallel learning.
Fig. 3. Skin lesion augmentation through rotation, flipping and cropping.
        (a)                  (b)                        (c)
Fig. 4. Synthesis by insertion. (a) Normal mammogram, (b) Insert mass, (c)
Simulated lesions by diffusion limited aggregation [27].
In the second one, virtual images are simulated through
computer graphics based on abstraction of the prior medical
knowledge. Particularly, synthetic images are generated by
selection of simulation parameters of models under controlled
hypothetical imaging conditions [32]. In [33], [34], computer-
ized phantom (eXtended CArdiac-Torso, XCAT) is served as
a virtual patient, followed by feeding into artificial imaging
system with an accurate computerized model, which can
generate photorealistic CT image data with patient-quality as
show in Fig.5.
In the third one, generative models for image synthesis can
be learned in the artificial imaging systems. In [35], the authors
propose a model of fully convolutional neural networks for
MRI synthesis. This model learns to input modalities into
a shared modality-invariant latent space which allows it to
benefit from additional input modalities and robust to missing
data. Recently, adversarial learning for the generative model
is widely used for medical image synthesis [20], [36], [37],
[38], [39]. GANs [40] are a specific framework of a generative
model that aims to implicitly learn the data distribution pdata
from real image samples to generate new samples from learned
distribution. GANs contains a generator G and a discrimina-
tor D. G aims to synthesize fake samples and D aims to
discriminate between real and fake images. For the input x,
D(x) represents the probability of being a real image. For
the input z from a simple distribution pz , G(z) represents
the generated synthetic image. The basic loss function for
adversarial networks is a two-player minimax game formulated
as below:
min
G
max
D
{f(D,G) =Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]+
Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]},
(4)
where E represents the expectation. We can rewrite this loss
function as below:
fS = E[logP (S = real|Xreal)]+E[logP (S = fake|Xfake)],
(5)
where P (S|X) = D(X) and Xfake = G(z). And D is trained
to maximize fS which denotes it assigns to the correct image
source. G is trained to minimize the second term of fS . In
ACGAN[41], in addition to fS , a term of log-likelihood with
correct class is defined by:
fY = E[logP (Y = y|Xreal)] + E[logP (Y = y|Xfake)],
(6)
where Y is the possible label, P (Y |X) = D(X) and
P (S|X) = D(X) denote a probability distribution over class
labels and sources, respectively. D is trained through maximiz-
ing fY + fS and G is trained through maximizing fY − fS .
It is noticing that Xfake = G(y, z) in ACGAN. ACGAN [41]
is applied in [20] for generating synthetic medical images.
Baur and Albarqouni improve LAPGAN in [36] to generate
high resolution lesion images as illustrated in Fig.6. In [38],
Ben Taieb and Hamarneh present a combination of generative,
discriminative and task specific networks for histopathology
normalization. In this work, effective generator of GANs can
be utilized into the step of artificial imaging systems.
5Fig. 5. Computed tomography (CT) synthesis through an XCAT phantom[33].
Fig. 6. Synthesized images with skin lesions based on GAN [36]
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B. Medical knowledge extraction
Conventional methods of turning data into medical knowl-
edge relied on visual analysis and interpretation by a domain
expert or radiologist in order to find useful patterns in data
for decision support [42]. As pointed in radiomics [43], [44],
effective conversion of images to mineable data supports
the diagnostic decision. In this work, after effective image
collection, computational experiments with predictive learning
are conducted to extract ’small’ medical knowledge in PMI.
Hence, medical knowledge extraction from image also is a
part of radiomics.
For this research topic in parallel medical imaging, any
information about the patient’s ultrasonic signs, X-ray findings
and other related image-based medical descriptions are termed
as ’symptom’. Computational experiments with predictive
learning try to perform effective diagnosis. To achieve this
goal, we have to extract medical knowledge by studying the
relationships of obligatory proving or excluding symptoms for
diagnosis in books and in practical experience. These certain
information about relationships that exist between symptoms
and diagnoses, symptoms and symptoms, diagnoses and di-
agnoses and more complex relationships of combinations of
symptoms and diagnoses to a symptom or diagnosis are
formalizations of what is called medical knowledge [45].
Predictive learning was originally inspired by the cognitive
psychology study that how children construct knowledge of the
world by interacting with it [17]. In the step of computation
experiments, we perform predictive learning for diagnosis
model from collected image data for decision support. It
can be simplified as part of medical knowledge extraction
from image data. Conventional data-driven machine learning
techniques especially deep learning models can be learned to
address knowledge extraction in PMI. In general, computa-
tional experiments in PMI include detection, segmentation,
classification, or relationship caption for decision support
for clinical applications. The detection model extracts the
knowledge of rough location and size of the lesion area.
Subsequently, the segmentation model extracts the detailed
shape and margin information of the lesion. Finally, the
knowledge of pathological types and assessment categories are
obtained through the classification task. Sometimes we need
to capture the relationship between symptoms and diagnosis.
C. Parallel evolution with parallel learning
In subsection III-A2, we have introduced some techniques
that can be applied in artificial imaging systems to utilize
the domain knowledge. In this subsection, we further discuss
the details of parallel learning that is incorporated in PMI to
achieve evolutionary optimization.
As shown in Fig. 7, we introduce parallel learning to take
advantage of bidirectional relationship between medical image
data and clinical description/representation of medical knowl-
edge. Predictive learning of parallel learning to achieve data-
to-knowledge extraction in a bottom-up manner is discussed
in last subsection III-B. Different from traditional diagnosis of
treating medical images as pictures intended solely for visual
interpretation, conversely, through a top-down inference, the
extracted medical knowledge can be used for guiding the
image generation as well as increasing the interpretability of
future diagnosis. As described in subsection II-C, we employ
descriptive and prescriptive learning of parallel learning to
improve the model generalization ability and enhance the
interpretation for medical diagnosis decision.
1) Descriptive learning: Descriptive learning aims to de-
vise models to explain and predict learning results [22]. In
this work, it urges the introduced artificial imaging system to
generate new images that follow the distribution of observed
data. For PMI in this paper, the key idea of descriptive
learning is to model the image distribution inside the designed
artificial imaging systems, perception and reasoning based on
the observation in real world. The descriptive learning process
allows for learning features from unlabeled data in a semi-
supervised or unsupervised manner. Adversarial learning of
GAN for image generation can be seen as a special case where
the objective is to minimize the difference of distribution for
real and generated images.
2) Prescriptive learning: According to the definition in
[22], prescriptive learning is concerned with guidelines that
describe what to do in order to generate specific outcomes.
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They are often based on descriptive theories or derived from
prior knowledge. In this work, we achieve knowledge-to-data
generation and enhance interpretability through prescriptive
learning of parallel learning. According to the ACP methodol-
ogy, we perform parallel execution with prescriptive learning
to guide the artificial medical imaging systems to collect
specific representative image data based on the extracted
or prior medical descriptions and knowledge. For instance,
based on the prior medical knowledge that mammograms with
spiculated and irregular mass are mostly malignant, we can
prescriptively generate various irregular and spiculated mass
image with associated pleomorphic calcifications for malig-
nant breast cancer analysis in mammograms [46]. As a result,
visual interpretation on the diagnostic results is enhanced
through prescriptive learning which effectively capture the
relationship between malignancy and interpretability.
IV. CASE STUDY OF MAMMOGRAM
To validate the effectiveness of proposed PMI framework,
we further perform a case study of mammogram analysis
in this section. The clinical descriptive details from standard
Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) [47]
are illustrated in Table.I and Table.II that explicitly inform the
domain knowledge description. Similar to the work in [46]
as shown in Fig.9, after capturing the relationship between
the malignancy and clinical description as listed in Table II,
diagnosis with interpretability can be enhanced. For visual
Fig. 9. Clinical description in mammography lexicon with interpretability for
breast mass analysis [46].
results and diagnosis, the visual diagnosis models is trained
for visual information extraction like detection, segmentation
and classification. Due to page limitation, we only study
the problem of local X-ray breast mass classification (be-
nign/malignant) for diagnosis. Built upon PMI, we perform an
implementation based on GANs with image data collection,
medical description of knowledge and parallel evolutionary
learning. The overall framework is illustrated in Fig. 8. More
details are given in following subsections.
A. Dataset and Evaluation Criteria
Experiments are conducted in the public available dataset
of INbreast [48] which is one of most widely used for
7TABLE I
CLINICAL DESCRIPTION FOR MAMMOGRAPHY: BREAST COMPOSITION, MASS SHAPE AND MARGIN, DENSITY.
Breast composition
a. The breast are almost entirely fatty;
b. There are scattered areas of fibroglandular density;
c. The breasts are heterogeneously dense, which may obscure small masses;
d. The breasts are extremely dense, which lowers the sensitivity of mammography.
masses
shape Oval; Round; Irregular.
Margin Circumscribed; Obscured; Microlobulated; Indistinct; Spiculated.
Density High density; Equal density; Low density; Fat-containing.
TABLE II
BREAST IMAGING REPORTING AND DATA SYSTEM (BI-RADS)
ASSESSMENT CATEGORIES
Category Description
0 Needs additional imaging evaluation and/or
prior mammograms for comparison.
1 Negative.
2 Benign finding(s).
3 Probably benign finding(s). Short-interval
follow-up is suggested.
4 Suspicious anomaly. Biopsy should be
considered.
5 Highly suggestive of malignancy.
Appropriate action should be taken.
6 Biopsy proven malignancy.
mammogram analysis. The INbreast dataset is created by the
Breast Research Group, INESC Porto, Portugal, and consists a
total of 115 cases (410 images) including 107 images of cancer
and 236 images of normal breast. In this work, local ROI of
107 mass images with cancers are cropped into 256 × 256
pixels along with the corresponding mask applying the same
operation. A total of 112 squared mass images are obtained
because some of these cases have more than one mass and
they are annotated (benign or malignant) according to the
Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS), which
is a standard criteria developed by the American College of
Radiology (ACR)[48] as listed in Table II. In this work, 36
masses with BI-RADS Category ∈ {2, 3} are categorized as
benign, and 76 masses with BI-RADS Category ∈ {4, 5, 6}
are categorized as malignant.
The performance is analyzed by measurement metrices in
the binary classification problem, including overall accuracy,
TP and TPR, FN and FNR, TN and TNR, FP and FPR. TP,
TN, FP, and FN are defined the number of true positive,
true negative, false positive, and false negative detections,
respectively. The rest metrics are defined in the following
equations:
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + FN + TN + FP
,
FNR =
FN
TP + FN
, TPR =
TP
TP + FN
,
FPR =
FP
FP + TN
, TNR =
TN
FP + TN
.
(7)
A good performance of classification is achieved with high
accuracy, TPR(TP) and TNR(TN) as well as low FNR(FN) and
FPR(FP). Moreover, ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic)
curves and their AUCs (Area Under the Curve) is also used to
evaluate the performance of classification model. ROC curve
is produced by FPR (horizontal axis) and TPR (vertical axis).
A better performance is achieved with a larger AUC.
B. Implementation
1) Predictive learning for malignancy extraction: Firstly,
conventional augmentation including rotation and flipping on
real images are performed for training. In particular, 64 pairs
of real mass images (a mass image y and a corresponding
mask x that incorporates shape and margin information of
masses) are randomly selected to augment into 512 pairs of
images for training the descriptive models. The rest 48 pairs of
real images are used for testing. In this work, we introduce a
CNN architecture and perform predictive learning to classify
the mass image with corresponding masks as malignant or
benign in the step of computational experiments. The CNN
architecture with details is exhibited in Fig. 10. Cross Entropy
is used as a loss function which is computed by:
L = − 1
n
n∑
i=1(x,y)
[li log(pi) + (1− li) log(1− pi)], (8)
where (x, y) denotes the pair of input, n is the number of
training samples, l represents actual label with 1 denoting
malignancy and 0 for the benign, p is the predicted value.
2) Descriptive learning for synthetic data generation: The
quantity of available medical image data is always small.
Combination of large scale of generated synthetic data and
the ’small’ real data has shown to be helpful in data-driven
optimization problem [49]. In this work, inspired by the idea
that adversarial learning is a special case of parallel learning
[11], we introduce a generative adversarial network structure
for descriptive mass images generation in the artificial imaging
system. Specifically, a conditional GAN (cGAN) structure
[50] is designed for generation from given binary masks x
which already incorporate the shape and margin descriptive
information. The generator G and discriminator D of GAN
are trained for learning the distribution of mass images as well
as a mapping G : {x, z} → y between masks x, random noise
z, and real mass images y. Similar to [50], a U-net structure
is introduced as the generator and a PatchGAN architecture is
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Fig. 10. CNN architecture for the mass classification: Dropout (0.3) is used before the fully connected layer.
introduced as the discriminator. Refer [50] for more details.
To learn a effective generator G in artificial imaging systems
based on adversarial learning, we set the objective function as
below:
G∗ = argmin
G
max
D
Ex,y[logD(x, y)]+
Ex,z[log(1−D(x,G(x, z)))]+
Ex,y,z[||y −G(x, z)||1].
(9)
And the discriminator D is learned as described in [40] that
aims to distinguish the input as real or synthetic. G and D are
alternatively optimized until convergence. Then we can acquire
the effective generator which is part of artificial imaging
system performing synthetic data generation. The combination
of ’small’ set of real images and ’big’ set of synthetic ones
forms a large scale of training samples that can be further fed
into predictive learning for ’small’ knowledge extraction.
3) Prescriptive learning for specific data generation and
selection: As shown in Fig. 7, the workflow of data-to-
knowledge is a bottom-up manner with the medical visual and
descriptive knowledge learning from existing training samples.
Conversely, through the knowledge-to-data inference in a top-
down manner, the medical knowledge is used for guiding the
image augmentation, selection and generation, and enhancing
the interpretability of diagnosis. In this case, prescriptive
learning is adopted to generate specific malignant/benign mask
images with corresponding shape and margin based on the
descriptively extracted knowledge or prior medical knowledge.
To this end, a deep convolutional generative adversarial net-
work (DCGAN) [51] is implemented to generate the specific
binary mask. To utilize the medical knowledge that malignant
mass is also with irregular shape and spiculated margin and
benign mass with oval shape and circumscribed margin [46],
[47], we train two generators separately through adversarial
learning in prescriptive scheme for benign and malignant
binary mask generation. In this work, 37 benign and 75
malignant masks are augmented into 296 benign and 600
malignant masks for training the DCGAN model. 262 benign
and 409 malignant masks are obtained and used to generate
the corresponding mass images through the previously trained
cGAN model in the step of descriptive learning. Some gener-
ated masks are shown in Fig. 11. Hence, a generative model
from introduced DCGAN can achieve knowledge-driven data
generation.
Synthetic
mask
Synthetic 
image
Benign Mask MalignantMask
Real
mask
 Prescriptive learning
Descriptive learning
Fig. 11. Qualitative results for generating binary masks and corresponding
mass images by our proposed framework.
By feeding the generated benign and/or malignant bi-
nary mask into artificial imaging systems through descriptive
learning, more specific realistic-looking lesion images from
interpreting conditions such as margin and shape of masses
can be collected. Then we can extract more suitable medical
knowledge through predictive learning in a data-driven way
for final diagnosis. The overall framework jointly employ the
image data collection and medical knowledge extraction in
a closed loop through data-to-knowledge predictive learning
and knowledge-to-data prescriptive learning. Parallel data-
knowledge-driven evolutionary optimization is achieved.
C. Experimental Results
For the experiments, 4-fold cross-validation tests were car-
ried out, which ensures that the samples are tested equally
to prevent any bias error. The real samples are augmented
into 512 samples and divided into four folds. Each fold
contains 128 real samples with 48 benign masses and 80
malignant masses. Three folds are for training and the rest
for testing. Firstly, we perform predictive binary classification
on real data using the CNN model where we term it as Pred
(baseline). Then we apply the descriptively trained cGAN
to generate synthetic mass images. In addition, we perform
predictive learning using CNN on the combination of real and
synthetic images for binary classification where we term it as
Pred+Desc. Finally, to validate the effectiveness of utilizing
domain knowledge by prescriptive learning, we apply the
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MEASUREMENT METRICS OF CLASSIFICATION VIA PROPOSED CNN TRAINED ON REAL AND COLLECTED SETS IN PMI OVER 4-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION
ON THE TEST SETS OF THE INBREAST DATASET.
Test Fold Learning Method Measurement metrics
Accuracy TPR(TP) FNR(FN) TNR(TN) FPR(FP)
1st fold
Pred (baseline) 90.63% 85.00%(68) 15.00%(12) 100%(48) 0%(0)
Pred+Desc 94.53% 91.25%(73) 8.75%(7) 100%(48) 0%(0)
Pred+Desc+Pres 99.22% 98.75%(79) 1.25%(1) 100%(48) 0%(0)
2nd fold
Pred (baseline) 80.47% 75.00%(60) 25.00%(20) 89.58%(43) 10.42%(5)
Pred+Desc 84.38% 81.25%(65) 18.75%(15) 89.58%(43) 10.42%(5)
Pred+Desc+Pres 87.5% 90.00%(72) 10.00%(8) 83.33%(40) 16.67%(8)
3rd fold
Pred (baseline) 74.22% 80.00%(64) 20.00%(16) 64.58%(31) 35.42%(17)
Pred+Desc 77.34% 76.25%(61) 23.75%(19) 79.17%(38) 20.83%(10)
Pred+Desc+Pres 78.91% 73.75%(59) 26.25%(21) 87.5%(42) 12.5%(6)
4rd fold
Pred (baseline) 94.53% 91.25%(73) 8.75%(7) 100%(48) 0%(0)
Pred+Desc 97.66% 96.25%(77) 3.75%(3) 100%(48) 0%(0)
Pred+Desc+Pres 95.31% 100%(80) 0%(0) 87.5%(42) 12.5%(6)
Average
Pred (baseline) 84.96% 82.81% 17.19% 88.54% 11.46%
Pred+Desc 88.48% 86.25% 13.75% 92.19% 7.81%
Pred+Desc+Pres 90.24% 90.63% 9.37% 89.58% 10.42%
introduced DCGAN to generate benign and malignant binary
masks followed by synthetic mass image generation from
masks through descriptively trained cGAN. As a result, a syn-
thetic dataset with 1040 benign samples and 1636 malignant
samples are formed that is combined with three folds of real
images to form a new collected set for training the CNN
model. We term this procedure as Pred+Desc+Pres. All the
testings are conducted on the same real data with the same
training parameters setting. Experimental results are listed in
Table III and ROC curves are shown in Fig. 12.
As shown in Table III, conventional CNN trained on
real images with augmentation for malignancy classification
achieves an average accuracy of 84.96%. After descriptive
adversarial learning for synthetic mass image generation for
training, its average accuracy improves to 88.48%. In addition,
specific type of binary masks and related mass images are
prescriptively generated in a knowledge-driven way to enlarge
the variations of training data. In this step, medical knowledge
such as that benign mass always arise with oval shape and
circumscribed margin, while the malignant mass along with
irregular shape and spiculated margins are utilized for data
generation and collection. Through such evolutionary opti-
mization on existing real data, an average accuracy of 90.24%
is further achieved. The CNN trained on the descriptive
and prescriptive generated data performs better with higher
classification accuracy than the model trained on real set under
the same testing set and training parameters setting. As shown
in Fig. 12, the ROC curves also demonstrate the effectiveness
of proposed optimization framework with AUCs of 85.68%,
89.22%, and 90.11%, respectively. By further investigation,
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Fig. 12. The performance of CNN trained on the original real and collected
sets (combination of real and synthesized by generator in artificial imaging
system) in terms of ROC curves on the test sets.
predictive learning from descriptively generated samples in
artificial imaging system can boost the performance in compu-
tational experiments for medical knowledge extraction. Gen-
erating the desired binary mask of masses for image synthesis
based on the prior medical knowledge through prescriptive
learning in our proposed GANs-based PMI framework further
improve the accuracy and it can enhance the interpretability
for diagnosis. This GANs-based PMI framework can be easily
generalized to other task of medical imaging such as skin
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cancer analysis. In summary, our proposed data-knowledge
evolutionary framework is capable of describing, predicting,
and prescribing the correlation between the image data and
medical knowledge in real complex imaging systems.
V. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS IN PMI
A. Medical image data sharing
Medical imaging is not only confined to diagnostic radiol-
ogy because pathology, dermatology and related case reports
are increasingly creating and storing in format of digital
images. Although we can generate large scale of synthetic
image data through the proposed parallel medical imaging
framework for training models, it is still limited to cover all the
variations in real scenarios. There is rising demand for medical
image data sharing for both healthcare organizations and
individuals. However, there are many issues to be addressed for
image data sharing in medical domain such as data recording
methods, different imaging standards from different manufac-
turers, difficulties in culture and language, data security and
safety, and individual privacy policy. The CAT system [44]
are presented to link multiple centres via learning connectors
which are interface where machine learning algorithms learn
models locally. Hence, the private information is protected in
the local institute.
Blockchain technology also have great potential for address-
ing above issues in medical imaging which will be future re-
search directions [52], [53], [54], [55], [56]. A blockchain for
cross-domain image sharing is introduced as a distributed data
store to establish a ledger of radiological studies and patient-
defined access permissions in [52]. Blockchain-based system
enable a patient-centric approach and could enhance security
and reliability of individual data since patients have control
over their own medical images with respect to records. The
ACP-based blockchain framework [56], [57] can be further
extended to parallel medical imaging to eliminate third-party
access to protected health information, satisfy many criteria of
an interoperable health system, and also readily generalize to
domains beyond medical imaging.
B. Medical knowledge representation
As described in subsection III-B, information about the
relationships between symptoms and diagnoses, symptoms and
symptoms, diagnoses and diagnoses can be termed as medical
knowledge. To date, most researches mainly try to capture
relationship between symptoms and diagnoses or symptoms
and symptoms. For PMI, as aforementioned case study, natural
language descriptionin in Table I for specific medical knowl-
edge with binary label to denote existing or not is adopted
for enhancing interpretability. In addition, visual results such
as the lesion location in a medical image and related disease
entities are also medical knowledge representations. However,
the ideal representation of medical knowledge such as uncer-
tainty between symptoms and diagnoses is to set an occurrence
probability. Intuitionistic fuzzy set analysis [58], [59], [60],
[61] allows medical knowledge representation at varying lev-
els of certainty. Qualitative description by means of natural
language using theory of fuzzy sets is adapted to express
ambiguous medical knowledge [45], [62]. Linguistic terms
(such as {never,...,always}) between diagnosis and symptoms
are used to express physicians’ uncertainty.
C. Interpretability
In conventional data mining domain, the machine learning
technology, especially deep models, have achieved impressive
results and even exceeded human performance in visual tasks
in accuracy. However, except for accuracy in medical imaging,
it is also necessary to consider the interpretability where the
produced or predicted results are explainable to others [63].
As proposed in PMI, although predictive and prescriptive
learning of parallel learning with quantitative description of
medical knowledge can enhance the interpretability, it is still
limited to overcome the explainability difficulties in medical
domain since we can not list all the quantitative feature
description with respect to specific disease. Except for the
image data, we can learn from related text reports to en-
hance the interpretability. A larger amount of knowledge is
represented in textual form [64]. We can construct specific
knowledge graph from training pairs of image and related text
reports to underpin the diagnosis decision with reasons that
are explainable.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposes an evolutionary data-knowledge-
driven framework termed as Parallel Medical Imaging for
vision-based medical image analysis. Artificial imaging sys-
tems with descriptive learning allows to collect large scale
of real and synthetic images for training and evaluating the
models in the computational experiments. With a knowledge-
to-data in a top-down manner through prescriptive learning,
we can select and generate specific image data based on the
prior or extracted medical domain knowledge. With a data-to-
knowledge in a bottom-up inference through predictive learn-
ing, we can extract medical knowledge for clinical diagnostic
supporting systems. Through parallel evolution, ’large’ scale
of medial image data are collected from ’small’ set of real
images, followed by ’small’ intelligence with interpretable
medical knowledge extraction. Experimental results from the
case study also demonstrate that parallel data-knowledge-
driven evolutionary scheme alleviates the limitations of small
quantity of available medical images and enhance the in-
terpretability for final diagnosis and prognosis with more
descriptive information.
Future work will focus on expanding proposed PMI frame-
work beyond diagnosis decision support in medical imaging.
For the foreseeable future, the field of parallel medical imaging
has tremendous potential to supplement and verify the work
of clinicians, train radiologists to be more skilled, perform
the surgical planning, apply intra-operative navigation, give
personalized medicine recommendation, and visualize medical
images with interpretable masks, particularly in the complex
field of imaging analytics with complicated diseases.
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